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Write
It Out
FANCY A GO?
We still have room for a few more members.
Come along every Friday lunchtime in HF9
with Miss White.

NEW WRITING EVERY TERM

INSIDE THIS ISSUE:

Modernist Poetry
Taking you away from your comfort zone, modernist poetry sounds
nonsensical but is engaging to read!
Spontaneous Writing
Three questions. Write the first ideas that pop into your mind.

MODERNIST POETRY

Liberty Writing - Creating Acceptable Nonsense!
Kerplunk! Ham sandwiches glare like
fingernails. Repressed owls wearing
khaki entrap the pig's pastry.

Box shortbread in sleep,
Electrics water bottle keep
chemistry olives,
Scatterbrain gondola condensation

Their cruel captors seek a faulty
roadman whilst the sonnet of
Shakespeare moves the oinking soul.
The stars shriek like coarse sand

gold,
Leave bleary sheep inside
the shed.
Handyman produce socialist kettles,

although our arms grip the hoot's
tongue.

Dispenser disperse badgers

Our asterisk swears mock the
sneering figure whose stature is
like that of a Pepsi bottle.

amongst shelved gnomes,
Statued Normans in Stonehenge,
Trees invade merry boats.

The newborn baby Christ heralds

Logical monkeys wear hats,

the oncoming presence, but Nay!

And pens dance in Venice,

His sarcasm endures.

Bikes paint cupboards,

Tom Curtis
Name ugly random
Saturn stinks green
Jupiter eats peat
Venus pretty feet
Mars own cars

Plumbers boil raisins.
Chimps live in Antarctica,
Fascist ants are in the attic,
Educational coffees bother
socks,
Spanners evolve into surf

Neptune can't defeat
House games silly
Toes are frilly
Tomatoes look mould
Potatoes eat cars
Cars hit potatoes
Random ugly name.

Jonathon Spencer

boards.

Harriet Grainger

The wind howled and chilled the reticent and derelict church halls. All noise was
absent, save for the slight patter of eight legs on marble.

SPONTANEOUS WRITING
ASK THREE QUESTIONS. WRITE.

Tom Curtis

A man dripping in black and white stripes
stumbled out of the double-glazed window of

Pieces in response to the following:
- Who just sneaked out the back window?
- What were they carrying?
- Where were they going?

the first floor of the council house block.
Fumbling around in the dark, the figure
grabbed at the objects around him like pot
luck, shoving the contents of the stuffy room
into his potato sack that perched on his
shoulder. Momentarily falling from the

Light peered, extruding from the crack; the
source was nowhere to be seen. Wafting
through the very same crack was a
blissful breeze. Silence cast over the room
only interrupted by the creaking of the
very same crack. As it opened more, light

gaping window, the robber sprinted towards
his Chevy which was a dim cherry colour and
very old. The rust-bucket rested near a
lamppost and when the criminal arrived at
his car, he quickly sped off to his Grandma's
basement, where he resided.

Ellie Seaborne

was revealed. A glistening origin peered

Under the meticulous cover of night they

through as everything else was blacked out.

came. Cloaked in shadow and deep black

The glow was covered for only a minuscule

garments they went. They vague glint of

moment as the black and white scarpered

steel caught in the moonlight. All details

in front of it.

had been painstakingly arranged in a

Your first day of school can at
times be difficult. Remember
bloodstained bed sheets and the regal
to trust your instincts and
corpse that occupied them. They had asked
just be yourself.
pattern of normality. All, of course, save

It had no destination but travelled with all
its drive. It scarpered with no end until it
found the moon above.

Amy Herman

no questions, named no names and had
their purses lined with gold upon their
departure.

In the morning, when the sun pierced the
Japanese horizon, the Lord's guard would
surely come looking, and find no
bloodstreams, no prints in the sand, and no
solace in which to take but grim silence.

Daniel Knott
Swaying randomly, the light almost creaked whilst spraying light rays at the cold, damp, grimy
floor. Her pink paws pressed softly on the grime, ruining the perfect physique she had been
licking for hours. Striding less elegantly now, lifting her foot and twisting it to show her
disgusted look.
The chipped chair bowed under her meagre weight. The stained table stood strong as ever. Grime
was lifted from the edge as the wet object she carried brushed over it. Silently, like a cat-burglar,
she placed a paw over the rim of the window, paused listening to the weak zephyr brushing by,
then scuttled off under a bush.

Alex Bailey

